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MG Cars UK Increases Sales 82% with 
Personalised Programmatic Video Ads

CASE STUDY

LOTAME SOLUTIONCLIENT CHALLENGE

MG Cars is well known throughout 
the UK as a British institution for 
sports cars. Founded in 1924 
as Morris Garages, they built a 
strong and reputable heritage of 
Hatchbacks, Coupes and Sport 
Cars. MG wanted to gain market 
share in the UK, particularly in 
the small hatchback category by 
pushing acquisitions of the new 
MG3. They turned to agency 
partner tmwi with the overall goal 
to drive sales and increase market 
share of the MG3 in the UK. tmwi, 
in partnership with Lotame, helped 
MG drive sales by leveraging data 
to gain a greater understanding of 
website visitors and using that data 
to target prospective buyers with 
relevant messaging.

Audience Profiling
The first step was profiling users from the 1st party data 

extracted from the MG website. They divided the attributes 

into key categories based on highest index score to identify 

the average visitor as: 

• Socio Demographic: Female, Age 18-30, C2DE

• Regional Location: Southeast England

• Lifestyle Statements: Always On The Go; Coffee Lover;  

 Gym Enthusiast

• Technology Consumption: Online video; Streaming  

 music

Audience Engagement
Using these insights, tmwi created a host of small digestible 

5-second video ads. These personalized videos combined 

key audience attributes with relevant features and capabilities 

of the MG3 to create a synergy between the car and 

the customer.  For example, one version targeting gym 

enthusiasts would include a gym bag in the car boot, while a 

streaming music lover would see an ad about streaming music 

in the MG3.
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• 82% Increased Sales: Boosted by the launch of New 

MG3, the latest iteration of its successful B-segment 

hatchback, MG sold over 2,400 cars in Q3, beating 

last year’s volume by almost 82%.

• Average CTR to site was 53% higher than that of 

standard 10s video

• Average Time Spent on site was 218% above the 

standard 10s videos

• Over 1 million Video Views completed

• MG Motor UK continues to be the fastest growing 

car manufacturer in the UK after achieving its most 

successful Q3 ever.

REAL RESULTS
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As a somewhat smaller business than some of our competitors, our budget is not large and therefore we need 

to be innovative with the ways in which we utilise our spend. tmwi’s assistance in maximising our spend has 

been excellent and the results are showing in our sales growth.” 

Chris Richards, 

Digital and Social Media Manager,

MG Motor UK


